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Abstract

Recent evolutions in software and practices enable different modalities to be included in corpus analysis, not only from the point of view of the object analyzed (corpus with multimodal data) but also from the point of view of the tools that are now accessible to identify significant patterns in the data. Thanks to visualisation methods, precious synthetic views of the corpus become accessible (Anthony 2018, Picton, Drouin & Humbert-Droz 2020, Chambó & León-Araúz 2021). It may be useful to question the impact of these tools on the researcher’s intellectual process when analyzing a specialized corpus. Should we consider this simply as a different presentation of data, with no fundamental change in the object being analyzed? Or do these tools contribute to radically changing the linguist’s perception of his corpus by shedding light on processes that remained invisible otherwise? To contribute to the reflection on these questions, we study the specialized terminology in a corpus on climate change including two discourse communities (UN experts and the general press) over three distinct time periods (years around the COP15, COP21 and COP26). Drawing on methods inspired by Lavrentiev, Sherstinova, Chepovskiy & Pincemin (2021) a correspondence analysis tool is used alongside a specificity graph from the software TXM to consider diachronic variation in the two sub-corpora. These tools allow a quick comparison of keywords in each sub-corpora and thus offer a relevant starting point for the analysis of the specialized terminology as it is used in discourse. They seem to offer great potential for the analysis of specialized languages.
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